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BRIEF OF COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY

I. Introduction

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) recognizes that Staff’s proposed 

draft Part 280 rules are the end result of many workshop sessions, conducted by Staff in a 

thoroughly professional manner, in which stakeholders discussed all aspects of potential 

revisions to regulations currently in Part 280.  As indicated in Mr. Wall’s testimony, Staff 

was tireless in its efforts to achieve consensus; and, where consensus was not possible, 

Staff drafted a proposal that it believes is the best solution for the particular issue.  

Thanks must be given for what must have seemed at times to be a truly thankless task.  

[ComEd Ex. 1.0, 3:45-53]

In addition, Staff must be given credit for modifying its original proposal in 

various ways after considering the continuing communications of the parties that took 

place in the exchange of written testimony.  In that regard, the positions proffered by 

ComEd in this brief are made with respect to the latest version of the proposed Part 280 

rules submitted by Staff as Attachment A to its Exhibit 3.0.

Second, consistent with what Mr. Walls indicated in his testimony, the changes to 

Staff’s proposal advocated in this brief should not be taken in any way as a critique of 

Staff’s bona fides on the issues, but, together with ComEd’s opposition to some of the 

other intervenors’ positions, as an effort to recognize that proposed additional layers of 
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“safeguards” impose additional costs, not only on utilities, but ultimately on all utility 

customers.  Those costs include not only the cost of the measures themselves, but, in 

most cases, also the cost of increased uncollectible expenses, which are ultimately passed 

on to all customers.  Ultimately, all customers benefit when customers are held 

financially responsible for the service that they use.  [ComEd Ex. 1.0, 3:54-61]

II. Specific Provisions

Section 280.05 Policy

Staff and GCI: In its rebuttal testimony, Staff accepted GCI’s suggestion to add 

this section anew, saying that it agreed with GCI that it was needed.  In his rebuttal 

testimony, Mr. Walls expressed concern with the the phrase: “to ensure that essential 

utility services are provided to and maintained for the People of the State of Illinois”.  

The language in question is much broader in scope than what is contemplated in this Part 

of the Commission’s rules which does not deal with standards of service, including 

reliability or maintenance matters, or with rates which provide revenues necessary for the 

provision of service.  Rather, it deals with billing, service eligibility, and disconnection 

procedures.

Mr. Walls also expressed concern with the use of the word “essential” in 

connection with “utility service”, noting a potential conflict in tone with the obligations 

placed on utilities by Section 16-111.8 of the Public Utilities Act  “to pursue 

minimization and collection of uncollectibles”.  Therefore, Mr. Walls suggested that the 

section be deleted as unnecessary and potentially confusing.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 2:33-34-

71]
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Nicor:  That being said, Staff’s agreement to accept Nicor’s suggested addition of 

the words, “under reasonable terms and conditions” to the first sentence of the proposed 

section mitigates much of ComEd’s concern.

In addition, because of reasons cited by Nicor about the effect of the words 

“policies” and “precedence”, if the Commission decides to retain this section in some 

form, ComEd supports the changes proffered by Nicor.

Section 280.10 Exemptions

Staff: ComEd’s main concern with the language of this section as proposed by 

Staff is that the requirement that a requesting party show that a proposed waiver “will not 

harm consumers” could constitute an unnecessarily impossible barrier to what otherwise 

might be a quite reasonable request.  It is easy to imagine that any waiver request could 

probably be found to harm some consumers even though it may well benefit the vast 

majority of other consumers.  Staff, in its rebuttal testimony, brushed that concern aside 

saying only that “the concern expressed has less to do with the proposed language and 

more to do with the review of a petition for exemption and the Commission’s decision.” 

[Staff Ex. 2.0, 3:65-4:67]  This is puzzling since the Commission’s decision will, 

presumably, be based on the language in the rule.  

If the rule were to be interpreted as requiring a showing that the proposed waiver 

will not result in a net harm to consumers overall (i.e., the benefits to consumers exceed 

the “costs” to consumers), ComEd’s concern would be satisfied.  In its surrebuttal 

testimony, Staff indicated that it believes that that is what the language means.  [Staff Ex. 

3.0, 7:158]  However, that is not what the languages says, and ComEd believes that it 

would be problematic if the rule were to be interpreted as requiring a showing that the 
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proposal will not harm any consumers in any way.  As suggested above, the latter 

interpretation would result in the effective nullification of the provision.  

To solve this “problem”, Mr. Walls suggested in testimony that the language be 

replaced by a requirement that the petitioner show that the proposal is otherwise just and 

reasonable under the circumstances.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 4:89-5:92]  This is a better 

standard -- the correct standard that would allow the Commission to properly weigh the 

costs and benefits of the proposal before it.  In this regard, ComEd supports the specific 

language change proffered by Ameren Illinois in the Joint Prehearing Outline.

Section 280.15 Compliance [Proposed by Nicor Gas]

Nicor: ComEd supports this provision which would allow utilities two years to 

come into compliance comply with sections that require modification of existing 

information technology (“IT”) and business processes.  As Mr. Walls indicated in his 

testimony:

I have been informed that ComEd would need approximately 18 to 24 months 
after the rules become final to implement the IT system changes discussed above. 
Because there is no certainty as to what the rules will finally require, work on any 
necessary system changes will not commence until those rule changes are final.
[ComEd Ex. 1.0, 16:333-337]
  
Section 280.20 Definitions – “Delivery Services”,“Guaranteed 

Payment”,“Supplier Power and Energy Charges”

Staff: ComEd agrees with Staff’s elimination of these definitions from the 

original proposal since the provisions that used these terms are also being deleted.  See 

Staff Ex. 3.0, 8:161-166; 10:221-230.  ComEd would note that the definition of “supplier 

power and energy charges” was not actually deleted in Staff’s Attachment A.  ComEd 

believes that this was inadvertent, because the only substantive provision using the term, 

280.60(e), was deleted in Attachment A.
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Section 280.20 Definitions – “Transfer of Service”

Staff:  ComEd supports Staff’s rebuttal testimony modification of the definition of 

“transfer of service” to allow the utility to deny the transfer of service because of the non-

payment of charges more than two days past the due date.  This will be a tool that can 

actually help those customers to avoid accumulating larger past due balances, especially 

where utilities need to make a premises visit to disconnect service and, thus, because of 

resource constraints, leave service on for many delinquent customers who would 

otherwise be eligible for disconnection. 

GCI:  Ms. Alexander, in her rebuttal testimony on behalf of GCI, disputes Staff’s 

changes in this regard.  Ms. Alexander would require the utility to hook service up and 

then go through the disconnect process.  [GCI Ex. 3.0, 4-5:77-109.]  This makes no 

sense.  If the customer owes a past due balance, the customer is “eligible” for 

disconnection.  It makes no sense to have to connect the service, allow the customer to 

begin reliance on electric service – e.g., placing food in the refrigerator and the like – and 

then require the utility to notify the customer of an impending disconnection so the 

customer can make alternative arrangements for being without power.  The essence of 

Ms. Alexander’s position is to make it difficult for utilities to deny service to customers 

who qualify for denial of service, when the cost of that service is being paid for by other 

customers via the “supply adjustment charge” (in ComEd’s case) and through the 

utilities’ uncollectible expenses.  See ComEd Ex. 3.0, 7:136-148.

However, Ms. Alexander states that this change offered by Staff would be 

unnecessary “if the time period for the transfer is extended to 30 days.”  That is not the 

case.  As Mr. Walls noted in his testimony, it would simply create a significant pool of 
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customers who are otherwise eligible for disconnection but who would cause the utility to 

expend significant resources to activate service at a location at which the customer did 

not have service in the first instance, only to expend additional resources to disconnect it 

later, after the cusomer has ran up additional debt and placed additional costs on other 

utility customers.  Requiring customers to pay past due amounts before connection at a 

new location, even if they are only “transferring service”, can actually help those 

customers to avoid accumulating larger past due balances.  Moreover, increasing the time 

to 30 days just increases the amount of time that the rules would “approve of” a 

customer’s failure to pay off the amounts owed for service at the first location –

something that will only increase the costs borne by the utilities’ other customers.  

[ComEd Ex. 3.0, 7:149-8:162]

Section 280.20 Definitions – “Payment Avoidance by Location”

Staff:  For reasons discussed below in connection with proposed Section 280.210, 

the definition of “payment avoidance by location”, ComEd supports Staff’s changes to 

this definition.

Section 280.30 Application

Section 280.30 Generally

GCI:  In her rebuttal testimony, Ms. Alexander disagrees with the fact that Staff 

declined her request to add additional disclosure requirements in connection with the 

application process. [GCI Ex. 3.0, 5:112-129.]  ComEd supports Staff’s assessment that 

all the disclosures requested by Ms. Alexander are already accommodated in Staff’s latest

revision to 280.40 Deposits.  See Staff Ex. 2.0, 16-17:365-375.
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Paragraph 280.30(c)(2)

Staff:  First, in Mr. Walls direct testimony, ComEd objected to Staff’s proposed 

omission of the phrase: “provided that all users will be responsible for paying for their 

use” in drafting paragraph (c)(2) vis-a-vis its analog in exisiting subsection 280.50(d),

noting that the omission of that concept from the new rules could send the wrong 

message.

In its rebuttal testimony, Staff responded that it feared that this phrase would be 

used as a means to get around the third party application rules or become a “portal 

towards the household rule”.

As Mr. Walls noted in his rebuttal testimony [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 8:175-10:221] , the

concern was that the message conveyed by elimination of the phrase would actually be a 

signal to some customers to use a third party process to avoid responsibility for paying 

for service they use.  Customers could see this as an opportunity to have a relative sign 

them up for service, then sit for months or years accepting the benefits of the service, 

receiving bills in their name at the address where they live and, perhaps, even 

occasionally paying a bill, only to be able to deny responsiblity for the past due charges 

when the disconnection notice arrives.  In other words, where the named customer 

actually resides at the premises where service is provided and where bills are sent, the 

third party process, when asserted as a defense against responsiblity for payment, could 

be a vehicle for fraud.

Moreover, as written, the third party rule provides that if the utility does not verify 

authorization, “it shall not be entitled to collect for service”, presumably even where the 
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named customer never denies authorization.  The current rule, on the other hand, more 

reasonably only precludes collection when the named customer denies authorization.  

Obtaining verification can be unwieldy and can delay service to a customer who is 

legitimately using a third party to apply for him or her. The current draft of the rule puts 

utilities at risk if they do not halt the application and service activation process until the 

authority is verified since they cannot collect for service until that happens, in theory,

regardless of whether the named customer ever denies the authorization.

Staff is no doubt concerned about “bogus” third party requests that try to foist 

electric charges on unsuspecting persons who have no connection to the requester or to 

the place where service is provided.  However, it must be remembered that an

“information” letter is sent to all new customers essentially confirming that service is 

being provided to them at that location.  See Commission Rule 410.210(g)(1).  A 

customer who is signed up by a third party and who resides and receives mail at the 

service address will soon be fully aware of the situation, if he or she wasn’t already.  In 

fact, a named customer in that situation should have the burden of proving lack of 

authorization where his/her mailing/residence address is the same as the billing/service 

address in question and at least six months have passed without the named customer 

contacting the utility to challenge being billed for service.

In sum, it would be better to retain the reference in the current section 280.50(d) 

to the customer’s disavowing the third party’s authority, while eliminating the “user” 

language to address Staff’s concern and adding language about the customer who lives at

the service location as described above:

Third party applications may be made only by persons who have been authorized 
to act on behalf of the applicant, and the utility must verify this authorization 
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either by documentation or by direct contact with the applicant. If a utility fails to 
verify authorization, it shall not be entitled to collect for service if the customer 
disclaims any responsibility for requesting the service; provided, however, that 
named customers who reside and receive mail at the service/billing address will 
be rebuttably presumed to have authorized the application if they do not contact 
the utility to contest billing within six months of service activation.

Paragraph 280.30(d)(1)

GCI: Again in her rebuttal testimony, Ms. Alexander criticizes the current draft 

for failing to “to make clear that a utility must inform applicants that alternative forms of 

identification are permissible and that an applicant cannot be denied service for refusing 

to provide his or her social security number.” [GCI Ex. 3.0, 6:139-142.]   Staff’s 

proposed Section 280.30(d)(2) couldn’t be clearer about a utility’s obligation: 

The applicant shall have the opportunity to choose which form(s) of identification 
to provide from the available list. The utility may not oblige an applicant 
customer to provide one form of identification in favor of another, so long as the 
identification provided is valid and accurate.

As Mr. Walls noted in his rebuttal testimony, Ms. Alexander’s requested specific 

disclosures will potentially introduce time and confusion into the application process.  

For example, specifically mentioning to the customer at the outset of the application 

process that he or she cannot be denied service for refusing to provide his or her social 

security number may cause some customers, who have not previously given any thought 

to such a decision, to consider it and try to engage the customer service representative 

(“CSR”) in a discussion about the wisdom of doing so.  These rules should be neutral on 

that point.  Utilities are under the same requirements as other businesses to protect 

customers’ social security numbers.  Moreover, customers who already are sensitive 

about disclosing social security numbers will likely express reluctance if requested to do 

so, in which case, the CSR will present another option.  See ComEd Ex. 3.0, 14:299-310.
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The Commission should decline Ms. Alexander’s request to unnecessarily complicate the 

application process.

Paragraph 280.30(d)(4)

In Mr. Walls’ rebuttal testimony [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 10:223-11:235], the request 

was made to to remove the “optional” designation only from (C) and (D), applicant’s 

preferred method of contact from the utility and phone number.  As Mr Walls testified, 

this information is needed in case the utility needs to contact the customer.  Staff’s own 

proposed subsection 280.130(j) requires the utility to place a warning call to the customer 

prior to disconnection.  In addition, the Commission’s rules and the Act require utilities 

to give notice to customers of certain planned service interruptions.  See Section 

410.100(d) of the Commission’s rules and 220 ILCS 5/16-125(g).

As Mr. Walls testifed on the stand, it is not ComEd’s intention to deny service to 

someone who doesn’t have a phone.  [Tr. 399:1-9]  ComEd’s request is only that, if 

someone does have a phone, they not be given the option of not disclosing the telephone 

number.  The intent is to enable ComEd to communicate with the customer in the most 

timely method available.

Paragraph 280.30(j)(1)

Staff: As noted in Mr. Walls’ direct testimony, paragragh (j)(1) specifies a four

calendar day requirement for service activation and this will pose potentially significant 

problems when this period spans long weekends that include added holidays.  Mr. Walls 

asked that this period be changed to three business days to accommodate a reasonable 

utility work schedule, while at the same time providing an even shorter activation period 
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requirement for those customers whose applications are approved early in the calendar 

week.  [ComEd Ex. 1.0, 6:120-128]

Staff responded that it believes that four calendar days is ample time to work 

around weekends and holidays.  However,  in rebuttal testimony , Mr. Walls noted that, 

working on a normal business schedule, this essentially becomes a 24 hour or less 

requirement for applications approved before any holiday weekend.  Mr. Walls pointed

out that normal State services are not provided on weekends or holiday and that, in terms 

of efficiently managing a business, such a requirement is unreasonable and suggested that

this be changed to three business days.  As Mr. Walls also stated, over time, if smart 

meters with remote service switches are approved by the Commission for installation 

throughout electric utility service territories, this will be less of an issue.1 [ComEd Ex. 

3.0, 12:249-258]

Paragraph 280.30(j)(4)

Staff: Paragraph (j)(4) of Staff’s revised draft specifies that the customer receive 

a credit if activation is delayed by two or more calendar days. For the reasons articulated 

above, this should be changed to two business days.

Paragraph 280.30(j)(7)

GCI:  On the issue of service activation timing, in her rebuttal testimony, Ms 

Alexander takes issue with Staff’s changes to Section 280.30(j)(7) claiming “that a utility 

can be excused from meeting the application processing and service initiation timelines 

by notifying the CSD.” [GCI Ex. 3.0, 6:139-142.]  However, first, Staff’s change in that 

                                                
1 Ms. Alexander, however, states that the rule should specify a time limit of two calendar days where a 

field visit is not required.  [GCI Ex. 3.0, 7-7:172-177.]  If the Commission were to make a 
distinciton in that regard, ComEd would request that it be two business days.  Otherwise, ComEd 
would have to add staff on weekends and holidays just to perform this task.
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regard simply makes 280.30 consistent with the analogous provision on service 

reconnection in 280.170.  [Staff 2.0, 23:515-521.]  Second, simple notification, by itself, 

will not excuse non-compliance.  The provision, (j)(7), reads:

Temporary exception for unforeseen circumstances: A utility that experiences 
temporary unanticipated overload of its ability to provide for the timely activation 
of service may, upon notice explaining the circumstances to the Consumer 
Services Division of the Commission, temporarily forego the requirements of this 
section so long as the utility can demonstrate that it is taking diligent action to 
remedy the overload.

Thus, the circumstances must be unforeseen and the utility must demonstrate its diligence 

in addressing the problem.  This is hardly the “free pass” that Ms. Alexander apparently 

believes it is.  Her request for more elaborate requirements in this regard should be 

denied.

Section 280.40 Deposits

Subsection 280.40(d)

GCI:  ComEd agrees with Staff’s rejection of GCI’s objection regarding utilities’ 

continuing ability to use credit scoring to factor into the assessment of deposits.  As Mr. 

Walls noted in his surrebuttal testimony, absent a payment history with the particular 

utility, utilization of a credit score in determining credit risk and the need for a deposit to 

cover that risk posed by a new applicant for service would be the utility’s only way to 

limit any bad debt exposure from the particular applicant.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 15:326-329]

Subsection 280.40(e)

GCI: Similarly, ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of GCI’s request to reintroduce 

the current rule’s ban on the assessment of late payment deposits to customers who have 

had service longer that 2 years.  As Mr. Walls noted, ComEd agrees that the proposed 

revision of the rule for late payment deposits is more equitable since it increases the 
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lateness requirement to a full 30 days while removing customer tenure completely as 

having nothing to do with risk. [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 15:330-335] 

In her rebuttal testimony, GCI witness Ms. Alexander expends significant effort 

arguing against the fact that Staff’s proposal does away with the current rule’s exemption, 

for customers who have has service for longer than 24 months, from being required to 

post a deposit because of a pattern of late payments.  [GCI Ex. 3.0, 8-10:180-234.]   

Much of her argument focuses on the hardship that a deposit requirement could pose for 

customers with “insufficient income”.  What Ms. Alexander ignores and what Staff has 

recognized is that the proposed rules give low-income customers very specific and 

special treatment with respect to deposits, including a complete exemption from deposits 

assessed for late payments.  See Section 280.45.  GCI’s request should be denied.

Paragraph 280.40(e)(4)

Nicor: ComEd supports Nicor’s request for the rule to accommodate situations 

when commercial customer’s particular financial situation justifies the assessment of a 

deposit to protect against the increased risk of an increase in uncollectible costs in such a 

situation.  The bankruptcy rules of practice permit vendors to request deposits to advance 

payment for supplies.  This is an important tool in the commercial context. Utilities bill 

and collect for service in arrears.  Although they can disconnect service for non-

payment, the inability to collect for even a single month’s service could amount to a 

significant uncollectible increment in case of a large commercial account.

Paragraph 280.40(i)(2)

In his testimony, Mr. Walls suggested a slight modification to proposed paragraph 

(i)(2), which, as drafted, mandates that the refund of a deposit be made by a separate 
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payment if the amount exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly bill amount.  Mr. 

Walls noted that, since the customer would quickly receive the benefit of any owed 

refund if it were credited to the customer’s next bill, it would be more efficient – and 

beneficial to customers, whose relatively small, miscellaneous checks may get misplaced 

or go uncashed for months – if utilities were required to issue separate checks only if the 

refund amount exceeded 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill amount.  [ComEd 

Ex. 3.0, 14:313-15:322] 

Section 280.45 Deposits for Low Income Customers

LIRC:  From an examination of the Joint Prehearing Outline, it appears that LIRC 

has abandoned its quest for a blanket exemption from deposits for low income customers 

and now supports Staff’s proposed Section 280.45, which ComEd also supports.

Section 280.50 Billing

Subsection 280.50(c)

Staff: Subsection (c) contains requirements for bill contents. In its direct 

testimony, Staff testified:

The proposed rule we have submitted incorporates and blends the limited bill 
content requirements of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 410, 500 and 600 with new standards 
with new standards so that consumers will be more fully informed in a consistent 
manner on their bills.  [Staff Ex. 1.0, lines 239-242]

Staff’s testimony indicated its intent to change the current bill content requirements in 

Parts 410, 500 and 600 and that goes beyond the noticed subject matter of this docket, 

which did not include the bill content requirements of Parts 410, 500 and 600. Mr. Walls 

expressed concern that the addition of subsection (c) into this rewrite of Part 280 is 

procedurally inappropriate.  [ComEd Ex. 1.0, 7:147-8:157]  

In its rebuttal testimony, Staff brushed this comment aside stating:
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Our proposed rule is meant to incorporate and, where appropriate, augment rather 
than alter, the important content found in Parts 410, 500, and 600.  [Staff Ex. 2.0, 
37:835-837.]

There is no difference between augmenting and altering a rule. The simple fact is that 

subsection (c) changes the bill content requirements currently contained in other parts of 

the Commission’s rules (specifically Section 410.210 dealing with electric utilities, 

Section 500.330 dealing with gas utilities, and Section 600.160 dealing with water 

utilities).  Those parts were not included in the Commission’s order initiating this 

rulemaking proceeding and the requirements of those sections are beyond the scope of 

this docket.  The substance of proposed subsection (c) should, therefore, be deleted and 

replaced with a simple cross-reference to Parts 410, 500 and 600.

Subsection 280.50(f)

Staff:  Subsection (f) requires that, in the case of transferred final balances, the bill 

shall indicate the location where the amount due originated.  Since, as Mr. Walls 

indicated in his direct testimony, the final balance may itself include an amount 

transferred from another location, the final amount due may have originated from more 

than one location.  Each prior transfer, of course, would have had its originating location 

reflected on the customer’s bill when the original transfer took place.  In this light, final 

balance transfers should only have to reflect the location from which the amount was 

transferred. [ComEd Ex. 1.0, 8:158-165] 

Section 280.60 Payment

Section 280.60 Generally

AARP and GCI:  In their direct testimony, both GCI and AARP, and GCI in its 

rebuttal testimony, seek the addition of language that would disallow the assesssment of 
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fees for any method of payment.  ComEd agrees with Staff’s comment that this is more a 

case of letting the cost causer absorb the additional expense associated with their decision 

to use an optional payment method.  That is certainly the case for ComEd for electronic 

check and credit card payments where, as Staff notes, the fees are assessed directly by the 

separate service provider.  Moreover, as Mr. Walls points out, it should be noted that the 

State of Illinois itself imposes a “convenience fee” for credit card payments in many 

cases – e.g., drivers license and license plate renewal fees.  This is a case in which the 

Commission should not prohibit utilities from passing on costs to those who cause them 

(or from permitting their vendors from doing so).  The AARP/GCI request should be 

rejected.

Paragraph 280.60(b)(1)

Staff:  In response to concerns expressed by some of the parties, Staff modified its 

language to delete the term “guaranteed payment” and substitute for it language regarding 

the provision of information about payment methods.  ComEd agrees with these changes.

Paragraph 280.60(d)(2)

LIRC:  From an examination of the Joint Prehearing Outline, it appears that LIRC 

has abandoned its request that late fees be cost-based and separately determined by the 

Commission.

Paragraph 280.60(d)(5)

Staff:  Paragraph (d)(5), which prohibits late payment charges on amounts billed 

which are not for utility service, should be deleted.  If amounts billed for non-utility 

service are non-regulated charges, then late fees associated with those charges would also 

be non-regulated as well.  
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Staff opposed deletion stating:

[W]e acknowledge that utility late fees, on their own, are charges for which a 
customer should be disconnected.  For this reason we oppose this deletion.  [Staff 
Ex. 2.0, lines 1060-1062.]

Staff appears to be confused and may be under the impression that late fees 

assessed for failure to pay non-utility, non-regulated charges would be something for 

which utilities could disconnect regulated service.  As Mr. Walls testified, ComEd 

understands that charges for non-regulated services need to be kept separate so that 

service disconnection would not take place for failure to pay.  ComEd would consider 

any late fees associated with those charges to be in the same category.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 

20:436-439]  

In addition, if the underlying non-utility charges are the kind for which utility 

service can be disconnected by law if the customer does not pay – e.g., receivables 

purchased from Retail Electric Suppliers or energy efficiency measures subject to “on-

bill financing”, then late fees on those charges would be appropriate and would be 

governed by paragraph (d)(2) even if they are not technically for “utility service”.

In this light, ComEd believes that paragraph (d)(5) is improper and should be 

deleted. 

Subsection 280.60(e)

Staff:  ComEd agrees with Staff’s assessment that the subsection dealing with 

allocation of partial payments created more challenges than any potential benefit and that 

it should be deleted.
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Section 280.90 Estimated Bills

Section 280.90 Generally

GCI:  It appears from the Joint Prehearing Outline that GCI is proposing a 

subtantial re-write of Staff’s proposal for this section.  Among other things, GCI’s 

version would appear to require actual meter readings at the time a customer commences 

service and at the time a customer terminates service unless prevented by exigent 

circumstances including lack of access.  As Mr. Walls testified, such “off cycle” readings 

would be costly, because, unlike the case of regular meter readings, these locations will 

not be known well in advance or be conveniently located near each other. This cost 

would greatly outweigh any theoretical benefit from improving on an estimated reading 

when Staff’s proposal already requires that any estimate be preceeded by an actual 

reading in the past 60 days. [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 23:495-502]

In addition, Staff appropriately rejected GCI’s request to prevent utilities from 

collecting for bills that have been consecutively estimated without in the absence of such 

exigent circumstances, noting the doubtful statutory authority for such a restriction.    

[Staff Ex. 2.0, 53:1201-1204]  Moreover, both the current and proposed rules would 

require that customers in those cases be allowed to pay off any underbilling in 

installments – to minimize financial inconvenience to those customers while still 

recognizing the fact that they did use energy which they should pay for.  See Section 

280.100 (e)(1).

In sum, GCI’s provisions should be rejected.
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Paragraph 280.90(b)(2)

Staff: In its surrebuttal, Staff acknowledged ComEd’s request that a telephone 

“flash call” contact be added to the acceptable methods by which utilities can attempt to 

advise customers that they need to gain access to the meter and that it would find this

acceptable if actual contact with the customer is made or a message can be left for the 

customer. It went on to state that, neither of those is accomplished by the call, then he 

utility should send or deliver a written (including electronic written communications) 

message. [Staff Ex. 3.0, 18:412-19:422]  ComEd agrees with Staff’s proposal.

Section 280.110 Refunds and Credits

Paragraphs 280.110(c)(2) and (f)(1)

Staff:  In paragraphs (c)(2) and (f)(1), the utility is obligated to refund an 

overpayment if the amount exceeds 25% of the customer’s average monthly bill. As 

noted above with respect to refunds of deposits, the refund should be required only if the 

credit amount exceeds 125% of the customer’s average monthly bill. Again, the customer 

will realize immediate value of a credit of approximately 100% of the average monthly 

bill within a few days with the issuance of the next bill, and a refund check for a small 

amount is more likely to get misplaced or otherwise simply not cashed for a long time.  

Although, in its rebuttal testimony, Staff indicated that it would consider this change if 

the utilities would agree to pay interest on refunds regardless of fault [Staff Ex. 2.0, 

56:1282-1286], this is not an appropriate trade-off.  ComEd is not aware of any other 

business that is required to pay interest on voluntary overpayments by their customers.  

Utilities should not be required to do so, since it would only encourage customers to use 
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them as “banks” if the Commission’s stated interest rate is higher that what the customers 

can get in their bank savings accounts.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 24:533-538]

Section 280.120 Deferred Payment Arrangements

AARP and GCI:  ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of the proposals of GCI and 

AARP to modify the section since those modifications would undo the balance Staff was 

trying to achieve after much discussion of this topic in the workshops.  Ms. Alexander, in 

her rebuttal testimony, continues to argue that such a balance should be irrelevant in 

Staff’s recommendation.  Instead, she points to “evidence” of what other states have 

done, implying that that should be more persuasive than extensive discussions in 

workshops in this state.   [GCI Ex. 3.0, 25:347-351.]   Her requests should be denied.

Section 280.125 Deferred Payment Arrangements for Low Income Customers

LIRC:  From an examination of the Joint Prehearing Outline, it appears that 

LIRC has abandoned its request that the special DPA provisions of this section be 

extended to low income customers who have been disconnected.

Section 280.130 Disconnection of Service

Paragraph 280.130(b)(5)

Staff:  In its rebuttal testimony, Staff attempted to reconcile disconnecton for 

“failure to provide access” with the parallel provisions in Section 280.140 dealing with

multi-meter premises by adding new language in paragraph (b)(5).  However, that 

paragraph mandates four attempts to gain access while 280.140(b)(1) requires only two 

attempts at access “in order to meet regulatory requirements.”  Paragraph (b)(5) should be 

modified to permit disconnection after only two attempts at access “in order to meet 

regulatory requirement.”  
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Paragraph 280.130(c)(1)

Staff:  ComEd agrees with Staff’s proposed addition of “unless otherwise 

authorized by Illinois statute” to paragraph (c)(1)’s listing of “charges for non-utility 

services” as non-deniable charges.  In the context of disconnection for non-payment, this 

addresses concerns that ComEd that the original language should be modified to allow 

service disconnection for failure to pay charges billed under stautorily-required billing 

arrangements provided by utilities – e.g., involving Retail Electric Supplier charges and 

“on-bill financing” of energy efficiency measures.  See 220 ILCS 5/16-111.7(c)(6) and 

5/16-118(c) and (e).

Subsection 280.130(l)

AARP and CGI:  ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of AARP and GCI’s request to 

effectively prohibit disconnection during non-business hours.  As Mr. Walls noted, 

disconnection in the evening or on a weekend may actually be in the public interest in the 

case of locations that otherwise might be busy and crowded during daytime business 

hours when disconnection could pose more of a safety hazard.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 27:586-

590]

Section 280.130 Generally – Field Visit/Door Knock in Connection with a 
Disconnection for Non-Payment

AARP, GCI, and IBEW:  Staff’s direct testimony contained a reasoned statement 

as to why there should be no “door knock” requirement associated with non-voluntary 

service disconnections:

The current rule requires that the utility representatives disconnecting service first 
knock on the customer's door. This requirement was likely useful to both 
customer and utility at a time when most customers had someone at home during 
the day, and when utility representatives could collect payment from the customer 
to prevent disconnection. Today, few if any utilities allow field representatives to 
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accept payments from customers. A requirement to knock at the door to 
personally inform the customer that the service is being disconnected may be 
perceived as tantamount to taunting the customer and create a potential risk for 
the safety of the utility representative. As a result, utilities have a choice to either 
protect their field staff from potential safety concerns or comply with the rule. 
Further, developing technology may allow utilities to remotely disconnect and 
restore service without a need to make an actual visit to the premises, making this 
requirement impractical. With the strengthening of other parts of the Section on 
disconnection, such as the advance warning a customer gets before the day of 
disconnection, we believe that it is appropriate to remove the outdated "knock at 
the door" requirement for disconnects. [Staff Ex 1.0, 17:379-18:394.]

While ComEd does not agree that the current rule requires either a door knock or a 

premises visit (which issue is not before the Commission in this docket), ComEd 

completely agrees that the rewritten rules should contain no such requirement for the 

reasons Staff indicates.

In its rebuttal testimony, however, Staff stated that GCI, AARP and IBEW “raised 

strong concerns” about the fact that the proposed rule does not contain a requirement for 

such a field visit when utilities disconnect servict for non-payment.  GCI’s concern was

stated more generally as a concern about pre-disconnection notification, which “is 

heightened by the Draft Rule’s elimination of any premises visit or attempt to contact the 

customer at the premises prior to disconnection of service to an occupied dwelling.”  

[GCI Ex. 1.0, 29:781-784.]  AARP stated that a field visit “permits the employee to 

detect an unsafe or dangerous condition that could potentially affect the decision to 

disconnect service or possibly lead to other remedial measures.”  [Musser Direct 

Testimony, pp. 10-11.]  IBEW, while mentioning some perceived benefits that could 

result from a field visit in which customer contact actually occurred, spent a significant 

portion of its testimony discussing the view that a field visit provides “the opportunity to 
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inspect the meter and its surroundings and observe a variety of conditions that could pose 

hazards to the public or consumers.”  [IBEW Ex. 1.0, 7:132-134; see also 7:134-11:218.]

ComEd and IBEW have come to an agreement regarding a program of periodic 

field inspections and IBEW no longer considers it problematic that field visits would not 

be conducted in connection with service disconnections. See IBEW witness Brian 

Loomis’s rebuttal testimony admitted into evidence as ComEd IBEW Exhibit 2.0.

Responding to the other parties’ allegation that a face-to-face contact with the 

customer is needed at the time of disconnection, Mr. Walls suggested that it is likely that 

such contact will not be able to be achieved in a large percentage of cases – i.e., when the 

customer either is not at the location at that time or when the customer chooses not to 

answer the door.  [ComEd 3.0, 28:611-613]   In addition, the rule’s disconnection 

notification requirements, including mailed notices and phone calls, provide ample 

opportunity and incentive for customers in need to seek assistance.  In particular, the 

disconnection notice itself contains information concerning available payment methods, 

possible financial aid, the ability to defer disconnection with a medical certification, 

protections for households of military personnel on active duty, and the Commission’s 

Consumer Services Division’s contact information. See Section 280.130(d) and 

Appendix A

Further, GCI essentially admits that the real reason it wants to require a premises 

visit is to reduce the number of service disconnections – not to reduce the number of 

customers eligible for service disconnection, but simply to prevent the utility from being 

able to disconnect service to all customers who otherwise would be eligible for 

disconnection.  GCI witness Ms. Alexander expressed a concern that “remote 
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disconnection” will result in more service disconnections even without a change in 

customer behavior.  [GCI Ex. 3.0, 18:403.]  On cross examination, Ms. Alexander

admitted that the resource requirements associated with field disconnections impose a 

practical limitation on the ability of utilities to disconnect the service of customers

eligible for disconnection.  [Tr. 271:13-273:4.]   She justified this imposing this artificial 

restriction on utilities by stating:

[D]isconnection of electric service carries with it something other than merely a 
signal that you haven’t paid your bill.  It carries with it the potential for dangerous 
and possibly life-threatening conditions for infants, for older people, for people 
who are mentally challenged, for families who light candles, and for other adverse 
implications from lack of utility service.  [Tr.  276:10-17.]

Ms. Alexander went on to cite to an alleged incident in Michigan in which an elderly 

gentleman whose service had been disconnected in winter froze to death, albeit admitting 

that Illinois law and Commission regulations prohibit disconnection during high and low 

temperature conditions.  [Tr. 277:2-278:4]

ComEd is not sure what to make of Ms. Alexander’s position.  If premises visits 

and door knocks were required, should ComEd refrain from disconnecting service if 

infants or elderly people are present? That is certainly not the rule.  As for mentally 

challenged people, ComEd submits that its field technicians would not be qualified to 

determine who may or may not be mentally challenged.  And regarding Ms. Alexander’s 

statement that “families light candles”, an apparent reference to a potential fire hazard, 

ComEd would submit that virtually all residential customers will light candles at night 

during power outages2 and that this fact by itself could only logically serve as a basis for 

a complete ban on ever disconnecting service to any residential customer – a rule that 

would be beyond reason.  
                                                
2 This writer personally lit several candles when service was out at his house during a recent storm.
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Rather, it appears that what GCI and Ms. Alexander would really like a visit by a 

social worker when electric service is about to be disconnected – someone who would be 

qualified to determine whether any occupants of the premises would be put in any 

unusual jeopardy by the service disconnection.  That certainly may be something that is 

desirable from a public policy perspective, but ComEd submits that is something that is 

beyond the scope of this proceeding and that may be beyond the Commission’s authority 

to effect.

What must be kept in mind is that remote disconnection will not result in 

disconnection of service of customers who are not eligible for service disconnection. As 

Mr. Walls noted, easier and less costly disconnection actually addresses the concern that 

has occasionally been expressed by some consumer advocates that ComEd should cut 

customers’ service sooner before they accumulate large past due balances that are harder 

to pay off.  They noted that, once customers are disconnected, having a large past due 

balance makes it harder for them to pay off the debt to get service reconnected.  [ComEd 

Ex. 3.0, 31:688-693]

Further, Mr. Walls testified that the imposition of a field visit requirement in 

connection with an involuntary disconnection of service would have a detrimental effect 

on the business case for smart meter deployment. [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 32:706-33:736]  First, 

it would impose significant unnecessary cost on the disconnection activity – the cost of a 

“truck roll”, i.e., sending a vehicle and a person to the particular location.  Second, it 

would increase the cost of uncollectibles – a cost increase that would be directly passed 

on to all customers through ComEd’s “uncollectible rider”.3   Because (1) a 

                                                
3 Ms. Alexander has absolutely no problem with the fact that all ComEd customers would bear higher 

uncollectible costs.  [Tr. 360:22-362:8]
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disconnection could only take place with a truck roll, (2) disconnection locations are not 

all neatly grouped in clusters, limiting the number of disconnections that can be achieved 

by any single “rolling truck”, and (3) only limited resources can be devoted to the 

disconnection effort (which resources might be further curtailed during times of storm 

restoration or other emergency work), ComEd would have to continue to “prioritize” the 

locations it sought to disconnect, just as it does with the current old technology.  As a 

practical matter, this process results in the need to let customers, who are otherwise 

eligible for disconnection, accumulate larger overdue balances before it is actually “cost-

effective” to disconnect their service, thereby ensuring that larger amounts than otherwise 

would have been incurred are turned into uncollectibles when these accounts are 

“finaled”.  Combined, these cost increases could affect the Net Present Value of the 

business case for total system AMI deployment by over $100 million, negatively.

Moreover, it bears repeating that, as Staff noted and as Ameren witness Ms. 

Karman noted on the stand [Tr. 488:4-489:10], knocking on a customer’s door at the time 

the customer’s service is about to be disconnected would put the utility employee in a 

potentially dangerous situation.  

In light of all of all of the above factors, ComEd strongly supports Staff’s 

recommendation that there be no field visit or door knock requirement associated with 

service disconnection.

Section 280.140 Disconnection for Lack of Access to Multi-Meter Premises

City of Chicago and GCI:  ComEd supports Staff’s rejection of the City of 

Chicago and GCI’s objection to this entire section. [Staff Ex. 2.0, 80:1841-81:1860]  As 

Staff has noted, there appear to be no other options available for utilities to gain the 
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access that they need.  The proposed rule is a measured and reasonable response to a very 

real issue for utilities.  Moreover, the rule contains layers of safeguards.  The multiple 

notices afford tenants numerous opportunities to arrange with building 

ownership/management for the access that the utilities need.  The utilities certainly have 

no leverage with the building management or owners in that regard.  And the argument 

that this might create potential increases in landlord/tenant disputes is clearly not a very 

good reason for denying utilities access to their equipment.  

In his rebuttal testimony for the City of Chicago, Mr. McKenzie complains of the 

alleged unfairness involved in cutting the service of customers who pay their bills if they 

cannot provide utilities with the access they need to cut service to a non-paying customer. 

[City Ex. 2.0.]  

As Mr. Walls noted, generally, in most of these situations, all the meters for the 

building are located in the same interior room.  ComEd has no legal or contractual basis 

that would obligate the building owner or landlord to give ComEd the access it needs to 

cut service to the delinquent customer or to give ComEd access to any of the other meters 

in that room.  ComEd’s tariff requires all its customers, as a condition of service, to give 

ComEd access to its equipment (meters).  This means that all the customers in that 

building are required to give ComEd access to their meters in that room.  If they don’t 

have the key, then it is their responsibility to make arrangements with their landlord to 

provide ComEd with such access.  Very pragmatically, this is simply a tool to encourage 

all customers to do what they should already be doing as required by ComEd’s tariff –

provide (or make such arrangements as are necessary to provide) ComEd with access to 

its equipment that is used to provide them with service.  If customers fail to do that, they 
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are not really “innocent”; they are not complying with the tariffed conditions of obtaining 

electric service.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 34:758-35:772]

Again, the proposed rule is a measured and reasonable response to a very real 

issue for utilities.  The rule contains layers of safeguards, and the multiple notices afford 

tenants numerous opportunities to arrange with building ownership/management for the 

access that the utilities need.

Section 280.160 Medical Certification

As Mr. Walls reiterated in his surrebuttal testimony, the Medical Certification 

provision as proposed by Staff is problematic for the several reasons.  [ComEd Ex. 3.0, 

35:780-36:794]

First, it provides for establishment of an automatic Medical Payment 

Arrangement (“MPA”) when certification is established.  The customer may not require 

the MPA, but one must be established regardless of need.  Moreover, an MPA is allowed 

regardless of the customer’s payment/default history on other DPAs.

Second, it provides for the allowance of a new certification once every 12 months 

regardless of whether the customer has paid the outstanding debt covered under the 

previous certification. This coupled with the automatic MPA, and now with Staff’s 

additional proposal in its rebuttal testimony to extend the certification period from 30 to 

60 days, truly does create a situation in which a customer can perennially delay payment 

until the seasonal moratorium restrictions begin or can re-establish service without 

eliminating past due debt. Not only does this harm other utility customers by increasing 

receivables at risk and ultimately bad debt, but it can create a debt hole from which the 

customer in question may never be able to exit.
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The existing medical certification provision within the current section 280.130 

Discontinuance of Service, along with current interpretations, is sufficient to protect the 

needs of customers in temporary medical crisis, utilities, and their other customers. In this 

context, utilities can properly address gaming situations and still provide protection to 

customers who have a real, short-term medical need.

Section 280.170 Timely Reconnection of Service

Subsection 280.170(b)

As for the reasons articulated above with respect to paragraph 280.30(j)(1), 

paragraph 280.170(b)(3)’s requirement of service reconnection within four calendar days 

should be changed to three business days.  Also, the amount of delay which would 

require the issuance of a credit should be changed from two calendar days to two 

business days.

Section 280.190 Treatment of Illegal Taps

Section 280.190 Generally

From an examination of the Joint Prehearing Outline, it appears that GCI has 

abandoned its request for a requirement that utilities must “make three verifiable (?) 

contacts with the landlord/owner” when a tenant claims that it cannot provide the utility 

with the access it needs to conduct an investigation.

Subsection 280.190(g)

Paragraph (e)(2) reasonably authorizes the utility to bill a third-party beneficiary 

of an illegal tap, not only for the excess usage, but also for “all related expenses incurred 

by the utility.”  This latter provision should also be added, in paragraph (g), to what may 
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be billed to customers of record who have “ benefitted from, cooperated in or acquiesced 

to the tap.”

Section 280.210 Payment Avoidance by Location

Staff:  In response to rebuttal testimony, Staff proposed modified language for this 

section in surrebuttal testimony. ComEd is willing to accept the language proposed by Staff 

in its surrebuttal testimony.

Section 280.220 Utility Complaint Process

Subsection 280.220(j)

Staff:  ComEd no longer objects to the requirement to assign numbers to 

complaints.  The reference to ComEd’s position on this matter on the Joint Prehearing 

Outline should be changed accordingly.

III. The Benefits of Addtional Regulation Should be Balanced Against the Cost.

In his testimony, Mr. Walls stated:

While I have not articulated this concern in connection with my foregoing 
comments on specific sections, I believe that I must note that one major difference 
between Staff’s proposed draft rules, as a whole, and the current Part 280 rules, is 
in the detail of its regulation, what some might call micromanagement, of utility 
activity.  I fully realize that some sincerely believe that this is desirable.  
However, I must also point out that this comes at a cost that will be passed on to 
all utility sevice customers, and I would request that the Commission carefully 
consider whether this increased level of monitoring and management of utility 
activity produces any  real benefits that justify that additional cost to customers.  
[ComEd Ex 3.0, 41:905-913]

Mr. Walls then went on to provide certain high-level estimates of the costs associated 

with some of the changed requirements and concluded:

The bottom line is that many of the changes from the existing rules 
encompassed in Staff’s proposal will involve costs to implement – costs that will 
be passed on to utility customers – and I would request that the assumed benefits 
of the proposed changes be evaluated in that context.  [ComEd 3.0, 43:945-948]
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ComEd respectfully requests that the Commission take this into account when rendering 

its decisions in this case.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY

By:/s/ Michael s. Pabian_______
         Michael S. Pabian

Assistant General Counsel
Exelon Business Services Company
10 South Dearborn Street, 49th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60603
michael.pabian@exeloncorp.com

 (312) 394-5831

Dated:  August 4, 2011
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